Does cardiologist- or radiographer-operated fluoroscopy and image acquisition influence optimization of patient radiation exposure during routine coronary angiography?
The operator of radiation exposure during coronary angiography varies between different centres. The purpose of this study was to explore whether radiation dose was lower during cardiologist- or radiographer-controlled radiation exposure and to determine if the grade of cardiologist performing angiography influenced radiation dose. Patients were randomly allocated either to cardiologist- or radiographer-controlled radiation exposure during coronary angiography. Screening time and radiation dose during fluoroscopy and image acquisition, measured by dose-area product meter, were recorded. Mean radiation dose during cardiologist-controlled radiation exposure (n=176) of 15.6 Gy cm(2) (95% confidence interval (CI), 14.4-16.8) was significantly lower than that produced by the radiographer-controlled group (n=192) of 17.3 Gy cm(2) (95% CI, 16.2-18.6) (p<0.044). There was no significant difference in screening times produced by the two groups of radiation exposure operators. The difference in radiation dose produced by the two operator groups was principally owing to exposure produced at image acquisition. Irrespective of radiation exposure operator, consultant cardiologists produced significantly lower screening times and radiation doses compared with registrars. During routine coronary angiography, radiographer-controlled radiation exposure does not reduce screening time or radiation dose. Senior cardiologists produce the lowest radiation doses during coronary angiography when they are responsible for radiation exposure.